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Abstract— Multiport converters are being used to integrate renewable energy sources with energy storage, which is attracting a
lot of interest. There has been a lot of study on multiport converters. The combination of super capacitors and battery-based
hybrid energy storage (HES) is just a very small portion of them. Therefore, a multisource converter structure is suggested in this
project with an emphasis on combining super capacitor, battery, wind, and solar. A grid-connected system and supervisory control
are created based on the suggested setup. The Super capacitors have built-in voltage regulation, therefore additional voltage
sensors and controllers are not necessary. Transient/high-frequency components are naturally sent to the super capacitor, where
additional control circuitry and current sensors are not needed to facilitate power-sharing between the battery and the super
capacitor. A photovoltaic hybrid converter's duty cycle is nearly constant regardless of load. A transformer is used, enabling
galvanic isolation and great voltage gain. The aspects of mathematical modelling, analysis, and design are addressed in depth.
Experimental data and computer simulations are used to validate the suggested system.Due to their natural complimentary
behavior, photovoltaic (PV) and wind energy hybridization is becoming more and more prevalent. The hybridization of PV and
wind worsens power fluctuations, which has a negative impact on the size and lifespan of energy storage. It is possible to
significantly minimize the current stress and battery size by using a hybridized energy storage system (a battery and super
capacitor combined). Hybrid energy storage (HES) can also manage the system dynamics well.This project intends to integrate
many power sources into the grid, including batteries, super capacitors, wind turbines, and photovoltaics (PV). MATLAB/Simulink
would be used to create the system's simulation model. The effectiveness would be examined under various operating
circumstances, and the findings would be shared.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most significant renewable energy sources that has seen growing attention in recent years is solar energy. When
compared to other energy sources, solar energy is the most readily available and it is abundantin nature [1]. The sun provides
the world with enough energy in a single day to meet all of its energy demands for an entire year. Since solar energy doesn't
generate any pollutants or by-products that are damaging to the environment, it is clean and emission-free. Numerous areas can
benefit from the conversion of solar energy into electrical energy. Solar thermal and sun photovoltaic systems may both
convert solar energy into electrical energy.

Solar photovoltaic systems employ silicon or specific semiconductor-based cells to turn light energy from incoming
sunlight into direct current (DC) power [2]. Storage of the produced power into batteries is required to account for intermittent
and night time use. Low-cost flat-panel solar panels, thin-film technology, concentrator systems, and many more cutting-edge
ideas have all seen a rise in research and development recently [3]. The pricing of small solar power modular units and solar
power plants will soon be within the reach of large-scale solar energy production and utilization.

There are known dedicated converter setups for combining diverse sources. The design, analysis and creation of efficient
control structures and power/energy management plans is the primary focus of the works that are covered in these article [4].
Having a separate converter for each source, however, makes the control structure more complex and results in lower
utilization, greater costs, and worse efficiencies [5]. In order to integrate different sources, multi-input converter configurations
that potentially handle the aforementioned problems are attracting a lot of interest [6]. Figure 1 depicts the block diagram of a
typical multi-source converter that connects a PV, wind, battery, super capacitor and utility grid.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of typical multi-source converter

The multi-port converters have been the subject of significant study that has been published in the literature. The authors
suggested a setup for an isolated multiple-input converter that can link two renewable energy sources with energy storage [7].
The configuration provided may interface PV, wind, and energy storage at the same time while having a lower component
count than the multi-port converter configurations previously reported [8]. Authors demonstrated multi-port converter setups
that could interface with HES and renewable energy sources [9]. To connect hybrid energy storage, the authors in presented a
multi-port converter based on a dual active bridge architecture. An additional adjustable port in the topology is used for voltage
matching. The additional controller makes it possible to link many storage components at once and significantly lowers
reactive power and circulating currents [10]. This design, however, is unsuitable for connecting low-voltage storage
components to a high-voltage DC-bus. Authors in [11] offered a high multi-port DC-DC converter as a solution, a modified
variant of There are provided multi-port converters based on triple active bridge architecture. In [12] contrast to the full-bridge
transformer-coupled topology in, the topologies in are half-bridge transformer topologies. In order to create a multi-port
configuration and incorporate a hybrid energy storage system, the transformer-coupled full-bridge converter uses the notion of
multiplexing use [13]. A better DC bus voltage controller is also shown [13]. In [14], a consensus-based control method and a
cascaded multi-port converter are proposed. The component rating of the second stage converter is significantly reduced by the
suggested converter. At the second level of the cascaded structure, this architecture makes it easier to add several batteries
[15].The suggested arrangement has fewer components and is straightforward in this paper.

II. TRANSFORMER-COUPLED HALF-BRIDGE DC-DC BOOST CONVERTER

The DC-DC Boost converter configuration is shown in Fig. 2. In the proposed configuration a transformer-coupled half-
bridge DC-DC boost converter is used to interface wind source. On both sides of the high frequency transformer two DC-links
are formed [16]. The DC-links on low voltage and high voltage sides are named as primary and secondary DC-links. A series
connected PV and hybrid energy storage via bidirectional DC-DC buck-boost converter is connected across the primary DC-
link. The battery in series with decoupling inductor is connected across supercapacitor to form an Energy Storage Unit (ESU)
with power sharing capability. At the secondary of the DC- link, a GSC (Grid Side Converter) is connected. Vsc, Vb, Vs, Vpv,
Vw, Vdc1, Vdc2 and Vg are the voltages of supercapacitor, battery, ESU, PV, primary DC-link, secondary DC-link and grid
respectively. Isc, Ib, Is, Ipv, Iw, IL and Ig are the currents of super capacitor, battery, ESU, PV, wind, load and grid respectively.
Csc and Rsc are capacitance and internal resistance of the super capacitor. Lb and Rb are the decoupling inductance and internal
resistance of the battery. Lw, Lg and Lph are the inductance of wind converter, GSC and Photovoltaic Hybrid Converter (PHC)
respectively. Cpv, C1 + C2 and C3 + C4 are the capacitance of PV, primary DC-link and secondary DC- link respectively. iph and
vph are current through and voltage across Lph.
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Fig. 2. Isolated grid-connected multi-source converter configuration.

A. Switching equivalent circuit

When PV is available, the current iph is controlled byoperating the switches S1, S2 such that voltage across Cpvis at vpvr =
vmpp which ensures PV operating at MPP(Maximum Power Point). When PV is OFF, voltage across Cpvis regulated at vpvr =
(vdc1r − vb) by controlling the currentiph. The wind source along with rectifier is considered as aDC-source and the current
drawn is controlled by operating theswitches S3, S4, S5, S6 such that the current iw is regulated atiwmpp which ensures MPP
operation of wind. By controllingthe switches S7, S8, S9, S10, grid current ig is regulated at igrwhich is the current required to
maintain power balance in thesystem. The switching equivalent circuits of PHC are shownin Fig.3 (a), (b). Fig. 3 (c), (d) shows
the primary referredswitching equivalent circuits of the transformer-coupled halfbridgeconverter.

Fig. 3. (a),(b) Switching equivalent circuits of PHC and (c),(d) Switchingequivalent circuits of transformer coupled half-bridge converter.

III. CONTROL STRUCTURE FOR THE PROPOSED CONFIGURATION

The control structure is framed such that thepower balance in the system is maintained. A hysteresiscurrent controller
generates the switching pulses for the gridconnectedfull-bridge converter.The reference grid current igris selected based on the
Reference Selection Scheme (RSS). The reference selection scheme is framedbased on the SoC of battery, source, and load
powers. Thereference grid current is selected to be zero when (i) SourcePower generated is greater than the load power, and
SoC isless than SoCmax. (ii) Source power generated by PV andwind is less than the load Power, SoC is greater than SoCmin.
The reference grid current is selected to be ireq for allthe remaining cases. A Proportional Integral (PI) controller generates the
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current ireq. This ensures storage current is regulated at a reference value selected based on the RSS. The reference storage
current is selected as zero when source power is greater than load power, and SoC is greater than SoCmax. When SoC is less
than SoC min and source power is less than load power, the reference storage current is selected as −ibmax. Therefore whenever
grid current is zero, the excess or deficit power is taken care of by energy storage if not then by the grid. The switching pulses
for the transformer-coupled half-bridge boost converter are generated based on the duty cycle selected by the selector switches
S2, S3. When the wind is OFF, the duty cycle is selected to be 0.5. When the wind is ON, the duty cycle generated by the PI
controller is selected such that wind is operated at MPP by regulating iw at iwmpp. An inner current and outer voltage dual-loop
control structure is used for a PHC. The reference voltage vpvr is selected as vmpp when PV is available and is selected as vdc1 −
vs when PV is OFF. PI voltage controller generates the required current iphr to regulate vpv at vpvr. The current controller
generates the switching pulses for S1 and S2 such that iph is regulated at iphr.

TABLE I. SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameters Values
PV Source Parameters
MPP Voltage (vpvmpp)

MPP Current (ipvmpp)

20V
4A

Energy Storage Unit:
Nominal battery voltage (vb)

Rated battery  capacity
Internal battery resistance

(rb)
Rated super capacitor voltage

(vsc) Capacitance of Super

capacitor(Csc)

Internalsuper
capacitorresistance(rsc)

24V
32Ah

0.2Ω
32V

9.6 F 20 mΩ

Transformer turns ratio (n) 1 : 2

wind Parameters
MPP voltage (vwmpp)

MPP Current (iwmpp)

20V
4A

Converter Parameters Lb=2 mH, Lph=3 mH,
Lw =2 mH, Cpv= 2200
μFC1=1000μF,C2=1000μFC3=2
200μF,C4=2200μF

Grid Side Converter Lg = 10 mH; Vg = 40 V

Load Parameters 10 - 100 Ω

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

MATLAB/Simulink is the platform used to simulate and validate the proposed system. The system is tested under all
operating modes of RSS along with the basic functionality of ESU, i.e., diverting the high-frequency component power to
supercapacitor during wind, PV, and load disturbances. The performance of the system during source and load changes when
SoC > 80% and load power (PL) required is less than the source power (Ps) is shown in Fig. 8. The simulation results in Fig.
4is depicting the PV panel output voltage and current.

16
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Fig. 4. PV panel voltage (Vpvpanel) and current (Ipv), phase current (Iph), Supply Voltage (Vs1), The voltage across PHC (Vdc1), The grid side
voltage (Vg), The voltage across CHBBC (Vdc2), Grid side current (ig)

Fig. 5. Voltage across primary and secondary side of tranformer (Vprimary, Vsecondary)
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Fig. 6. Supply current (is), Voltage across super capacitor (Vsc), battery current (ib), State of Charge (SOC), battery voltage (Vb), battery current
(ib), current in PHC (idc), current in wind (iw)

Fig. 7. Generated voltage (Vg)

The Renewable power generated is more than the required load power, and the battery is fully charged. Hence, the excess
power generated is fed to the grid to maintain the power balance in the system.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed isolated grid-connected multi-source converterconfiguration and control structure for the synergy ofPV,
wind, battery, and supercapacitor was developed and tested under respective operating modes. Energy storage supplies
thepower only if the SoC of battery is greater than 20%, else gridsupplies. Energy storage takes power only if SoC of battery
isless than 80%, else the grid takes the excess power. Also,the proposed system obeys the desired rules of renewablesources
and ESU such as (iii) Operating at maximum powerpoint and (iv) Diverting the transient peak current to thesupercapacitor. The
system gives a satisfactory performanceduring PV, wind, and load changes. The main advantages ofthe proposed system are
the integration of ESU and renewablesources with less complexity in the control stage, less numberof components, and
galvanic isolation. Optimal tuning of controllerparameters, designing a robust, fault-tolerant controllerfor the proposed
converter configuration, will be consideredas future work.
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